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1 Introduction
On a Riemannian manifold, the Levi-Civita connection induces a family of
curves called geodesics defined by a certain second order partial differential
equation. On a Levi-nondegenerate CR hypersurface, chains are a special
type of CR invariant curve defined by a second order partial differential
equation determined by the CR structure. Chains determine the CR struc-
ture of a Levi-nondegenerate CR hypersurface in the sense of the result by
J. Cheng in 1988 [4] which says that any (local) diffeomorphism between
two Levi-nondegenerate CR manifolds of hypersurface type which preserves
chains must in fact be a CR (or conjugate CR) diffeomorphism. Chains are
introduced in the celebrated paper of S. S. Chern and J. K. Moser [1]. A
curve in a strictly pseudo-convex CR manifold M is a chain if, with respect
to the forms {ω, ωα, ωβ¯ , φ, φ βα , φα, φβ¯, ψ} constructed in [1] (see section 4),
the following equations holds along the curve:
ωα = φα = 0
Suppose f : M →֒ Mˆ is a local smooth embedding of a CR manifold M
into a CR manifold Mˆ of strictly larger dimension, with both M and Mˆ
strictly pseudo-convex and of hypersurface type. In the Riemannian setting,
the vanishing of the second fundamental form of a smooth embedding is
equivalent to the preservation of geodesics. In the CR setting this may not
generally be the case with chains, however we will see below that, in the
case that the target is spherical (ie Mˆ is locally CR equivalent to the sphere
S), a CR embedding f :M → S sends chains to chains if and only if its CR
second fundamental form vanishes. Moreover, in this paper we will discover
another geometric property of a CR embedding that is equivalent to the
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preservations of chains, in the case that the target is locally spherical. If the
target is not spherical, we will find necessary and sufficient conditions for a
CR embedding to send chains to chains.
In his 1976 paper [5], C. L. Fefferman constructed a Lorentz metric on the
trivial circle bundle over the boundary of a strictly pseudoconvex domain
in Cn that carried information about the CR structure of the boundary.
His method involved using an approximation of a solution to the Monge-
Ampe`re equations. In particular he proves that chains are the projections
of light rays (i.e. null geodesics) on the circle bundle to the boundary of the
domain. In 1977 D. Burns, Jr., K. Diederich, and S. Shnider [6] and S. M.
Webster [7] introduced intrinsic constructions of Fefferman’s Lorentz metric,
thereby generalizing the Fefferman bundle to abstract CR manifolds with
nondegenerate Levi Form (not necessarily positive definite). The conformal
class of the Fefferman metric is a CR invariant which we will denote by [h],
where h is a metric representing the conformal class. Denote by (C → M,
[h]) the Fefferman bundle. Now we can ask the following question:
Under what conditions may a local CR embedding f : M →֒ Mˆ
from a CR manifold M into a CR manifold Mˆ , with both M and
Mˆ strictly pseudo-convex and of hypersurface type, be lifted to
a conformal isometric embedding of C into Cˆ?
It is easy to see that any CR diffeomorphism between two equidimensional
CR hypersurfaces locally lifts to a conformal isometry of the Fefferman bun-
dles. If the target has strictly larger dimension than the source, we will
show that a necessary and sufficient condition for such an isometric lift to
exist will be a certain relationship between the pseudo-conformal curvature
tensor of the ambient space Mˆ and the CR second fundamental form of the
embedding f (see Theorem 5.1). This condition will be satisfied when the
embedding sends chains to chains. In addition, if the embedding sends chains
to chains we will conclude that the pseudo-Riemannian second fundamental
form of the lift must vanish.
Theorem 1.1 Suppose M and Mˆ are strictly pseudoconvex CR hypersur-
faces and f : M →֒ Mˆ is a smooth CR embedding. Then f sends chains on
M to chains on Mˆ if and only if there is a lift of f to a conformal isomet-
ric embedding of the associated Fefferman bundles with vanishing pseudo-
Riemannian second fundamental form.
The celebrated theorem of Nash says that any Riemannian manifold can be
isometrically embedded into Euclidean space of sufficiently large dimension.
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Since spheres are the locally unique strictly pseudoconvex CR hypersurfaces
with vanishing pseudo-conformal curvature, they play the role of Euclidean
space in CR geometry. Existence and rigidity of CR embeddings into spheres
have been heavily studied but still leave many open questions.
Theorem 1.2 Suppose f : M →֒ S2nˆ+1 is a local smooth CR embedding
of a strictly pseudoconvex smooth hypersurface M ⊂ Cn+1 into the sphere
S
2nˆ+1 ⊂ Cnˆ+1. Let C and Cˆ be the Fefferman bundles associated to M and
S
2nˆ+1 respectively. The following conditions are equivalent.
1. f sends chains on M to chains on Mˆ .
2. There is a lift of f to a conformal isometric embedding of C into Cˆ.
3. The CR second fundamental form of f vanishes.
4. There exists a local CR diffeomorphism φ from the sphere S2n+1 to M
and an automorphism of the target sphere A ∈ Aut(S2nˆ+1) such that
the composition A ◦ f ◦ φ : S2n+1 → S2nˆ+1 is the linear embedding.
2 Adapted Coframes
Let M ⊂ Cn+1 be a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold of hypersurface
type. There is a subbundle H of the tangent space of M , called the complex
tangent space of M . A choice of a nonvanishing real 1-form θ ∈ H⊥ which
annihilates H is called a contact form on M . Fixing such a choice of θ, the
pair (M,θ) is called a choice of pseudohermitian structure. We say {θ, θα,
θβ¯} is an admissible coframe for M if
dθ = igαβ¯θ
α ∧ θβ¯ (2.1)
where gαβ¯ is a positive definite constant hermitian matrix and 1 ≤ α ≤ n
(notice that dim(M) = 2n + 1). After a linear change of {θα} preserving
(2.1), we may assume that gαβ¯ is the identity matrix.
In [8] Webster shows that associated to a pseudohermitian structure on M
is a family of connection 1-forms ω βα which are uniquely determined by the
choice of coframe {θ, θα, θβ¯} and the conditions:
dθβ = θα ∧ ω βα + θ ∧ τβ (2.2)
dgαβ¯ = ωαβ¯ + ωβ¯α (2.3)
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with τβ = Aβ µ¯θ
µ¯, Aαβ = Aβα, and here we are using the summation
convention with the matrix (gαβ¯) to raise and lower indices, (e.g. ωαβ¯ =
ω γα gγβ¯). The analogous forms on Mˆ will be given a hat.
Covariant differentiation is given by contracting with the connection 1-forms.
For example, the covariant derivative of Aβ α¯ is given by:
∇Aβα¯ = dAβα¯ +Aµα¯ω βµ −Aβµ¯ω µ¯α¯ = Aβα¯;0θ +Aβα¯;µθµ +Aβα¯;µ¯θµ¯ (2.4)
Webster showed that these forms determine a unique connection on H. He
then showed that the pseudohermitian curvature R βα µν¯ satisfies
dω βα −ω γα ∧ω βγ = R βα µν¯θµ∧θν¯+W βα µθµ∧θ−W βαν¯θν¯∧θ+iθα∧τβ−τα∧θβ
(2.5)
Given the admissible coframe {θ, θα, θβ¯} for M as above it is shown in
[3] that locally there is a choice of contact form θˆ on Mˆ and an admissible
coframe {θˆ, θˆA, θˆA¯} for Mˆ , where 1 ≤ A ≤ nˆ, such that when pulled back to
M via the embedding f : M →֒ Mˆ we have
θˆ = θ
θˆα = θα
θˆa = 0
(2.6)
where we use lower case Roman letters to denote the normal direction, n+1 ≤
a ≤ nˆ. Such a pair of coframes is known as an adapted pair of coframes.
It is shown in [3] that on M we have
ωˆ βα = ω
β
α
τˆα = τα τ b = 0
ω bα = ω
b
α βθ
β ω bα β = ω
b
β α
(2.7)
and that the CR second fundamental form Π is then given by:
Π(Lα, Lβ) = ω
b
α βLb (2.8)
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3 The Fefferman Bundle
We now fix a choice of pseudohermitian structure θ and an admissible
coframe {θ, θα, θα¯} on M . Let C =M × S1 and locally define the 1-form σ
by:
σ =
1
n+ 2
(dt+ iω αα −
1
2(n+ 1)
Rθ − i
2
gαβ¯dgαβ¯) (3.1)
where the variable t parameterizes the S1 coordinate over M. Then we define
the metric h on C by:
h = θα · θα + 2θ · σ (3.2)
Here the ’·’ means symmetric product. It is shown in [9] that both the form σ
and the conformal class of the Lorentz metric h are independent of the choice
of admissible coframe, are globally defined on C, and that h corresponds to
the Fefferman metric previously developed by Fefferman (among others [5],
[6]). In [7] it is shown that the projections of null geodesic from C onto M
are chains (excluding the fibers of C which project to points) and all chains
are given as the projection of a null geodesic in C.
Lemma 3.1 With respect to this coframe we have:
Rαβ¯ −
1
2(n + 1)
Rgαβ¯ = 0 ⇐⇒ iω αα −
1
2(n + 1)
Rθ is closed (3.3)
Note: The condition on the left hand side is equivalent to Rαβ¯ = 0. The
proof of this lemma appears in [10] and will be given here out of interest. It
requires the following useful lemma involving the complex tangent space H
of M .
Lemma 3.2 If ξ is a closed 2-form on M such that ξ|H = 0, then ξ = 0.
Given a choice of contact form θ we have H⊥ = 〈θ〉. The condition ξ|H = 0
implies that ξ = η ∧ θ for some 1-form η. The assumption that ξ is closed
then gives 0 = dη ∧ θ + η ∧ dθ. Restricting to H we then see η ∧ dθ|H = 0.
Since the Levi form is nondegenerate we then have η|H = 0 (ie η = 0 modθ).
Thus ξ = η ∧ θ = 0.
QED
Now to prove Lemma 3.1 we observe from equation (2.5) and by the sym-
metry properties of the connection forms that we have:
dω αα = dω
α
α − ω γα ∧ ω αγ = Rµν¯θµ ∧ θν¯ mod θ (3.4)
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Thus we see Rαβ¯ − 12(n+1)Rgαβ¯ = 0 if and only if
dω αα = −
i
2(n+ 1)
Rdθ = − i
2(n+ 1)
d(Rθ) mod θ (3.5)
which, by lemma 3.2, holds if and only if
dω αα +
i
2(n + 1)
d(Rθ) = 0 (3.6)
QED
4 Chains
Let {θ, θα, θα¯} be an admissible coframe on a smooth strictly pseudoconvex
CR hypersurfaceM ⊂ Cn+1. As in [1], we let E be the ray bundle of oriented
contact forms on M . {uθ | u ≥ 0 is smooth on M} is the space of sections
of this bundle. The form ω = uθ is intrinsically defined on E. By equation
(2.1), we have
dω = iugαβ¯θ
α ∧ θβ¯ + du ∧ θ
= igαβ¯ω
α ∧ ωβ¯ + ω ∧ φ (4.1)
where ωα =
√
uθα and φ = −du
u
. Define G1 to be the space of linear
transformations on (ω, ωα, ωβ¯, φ) that preserve ω and equation (4.1). Then
we let Y be the principal G1 bundle of coframes (ω, ω
α, ωβ¯, φ) on E, Y →
E → M . By (2.1), gαβ¯ is a positive definite constant hermitian matrix. In
Y we have a family of linear differential forms
{ω, ωα, ωβ¯ , φ, φ βα , φα, φβ¯ , ψ} (4.2)
determined by the following structure equations from [1]
φαβ¯ + φβ¯α − gαβ¯φ = 0
dω = igαβ¯ω
α ∧ ωβ¯ + ω ∧ φ
dωα = ωβ ∧ φ αβ + ω ∧ φα
dφ = iωβ¯ ∧ φβ¯ + iφβ¯ ∧ ωβ¯ + ω ∧ ψ
dφ αβ = φ
σ
β ∧ φ ασ + iωβ ∧ φα − iφβ ∧ ωα − iδ αβ (φσ ∧ ωσ)− 12δ αβ ψ ∧ ω +Φ αβ
dφα = φ ∧ φα + φβ ∧ φ αβ − 12ψ ∧ ωα +Φα
dψ = φ ∧ ψ + 2iφβ ∧ φβ +Ψ
(4.3)
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The curvature forms are given by:
Φ αβ = S
α
β ρσ¯ω
ρ ∧ ωσ¯ + V αβ ρωρ ∧ ω − V αβσ¯ωσ¯ ∧ ω
Φα = −V αρ σωρ ∧ ωσ + V αρσ¯ωρ ∧ ωσ¯ + P αρ ωρ ∧ ω +Q ασ¯ ωσ¯ ∧ ω
Ψ = iQρσω
ρ ∧ ωσ − iQρ¯σ¯ωρ¯ ∧ ωσ¯ − i(Pρσ¯ + Pσ¯ρ)ωρ ∧ ωσ¯ + (Rρωρ +Rσ¯ωσ¯) ∧ ω
The forms φα, φβ¯, φ βα , ψ are uniquely determined by (ω, ωα, ωβ¯, φ) by requir-
ing the pseudo-conformal curvature tensors of M satisfy:
Sαβ¯ρσ¯ = Sρβ¯ασ¯ = Sασ¯ρβ¯
Sαβ¯ρσ¯ = Sβ¯ασ¯ρ(= Sβα¯σρ¯)
S ρ
ρ αβ¯
= V ρβ ρ = P
ρ
ρ = 0
A choice of an admissible coframe {θ, θα, θα¯} (where θ ∈ H⊥, θ 6= 0 is a real
1-form), induces a section {ω, ωα, ωβ¯, φ} of Y which we use to pull forms
on Y back to M . The pullback of the forms {ω, ωα, ωβ¯, φ} is {θ, θα, θβ¯, 0}.
We get an induced family of 1-forms on M {φ αβ , φα, φα¯, ψ} which are the
pullbacks of the associated forms on Y .
A curve γ which is transverse to the CR tangent space (ie θ(γ˙) 6= 0 for any
0 6= θ ∈ H⊥) is a chain if, when we choose our admissible coframe (θ, θα, θβ¯)
so that along γ
θα = 0, (4.4)
we also have,
φα = 0. (4.5)
It is not hard to show that this definition is independent of the choice {θα,
θβ¯} satisfying (4.4) (so that {θ, θα, θβ¯} is an admissible coframe).
The above definition can be complicated to work with, because for a given
curve one must choose a coframe associated to that curve satisfying (4.4).
When dealing with more than one chain, a geometric comparison of the two
curves is then very difficult. In the proof of [4], another formulation of the
definition of a chain is given which may be used with any admissible coframe.
Lemma 4.1 Suppose M is a strictly pseudoconvex CR manifold of hyper-
surface type. A curve γ in M is a chain if and only if for any admissible
coframe {θ, θα, θα¯} the following equation has a solution a(t) = (a1, ..., an)
along γ: {
θα = 2aαθ
daα = 4iaα|a|2θ − aβφ αβ − 12φα
(4.6)
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Proof of lemma 4.1: Fix a chain γ ⊂ M . Fix a contact form θ on M and
an admissible coframe {θ, θα}. After a change of variables, the admissibility
condition means
dθ = igαβ¯θ
α ∧ θβ¯
were the n×n matrix gαβ¯ is the identity matrix representing the Levi Form.
The coframe constructed in [1] may be written in the form of a Maurer-
Cartan form as:
π =

 π 00 θα 2θ−iφα (φ βα + π 00 δ βα ) 2iθα
−14ψ 12φα −π¯ 00

 (4.7)
where π 00 = − 1n+2(φ αα + φ). This family of forms is unique up to trans-
formation by an element of the G-structure, h ∈ G. The transformation is
then given on M by:
π˜ = dhh−1 + hπh−1 (4.8)
We are free to choose a coframe θ, θα so that along γ we have θ = 1. It is
shown in [6] that the element h ∈ G may be chosen to be of the form:
h(t) =

 1 0 0−2ia∗ I 0
−i|a|2 a 1

 , a(t) ∈ Cn (4.9)
γ is a chain if and only if there is some transformation h so that θ˜α = 0 = φ˜α.
One may now isolate the θ˜α, φ˜α terms from equation (4.8) and set them equal
to 0. Using:
h−1(t) =

 1 0 02ia∗ I 0
−i|a|2 −a 1

 , a(t) ∈ Cn (4.10)
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and letting I, J ∈ 0, ..., n + 1 we have:
2θ˜ = π˜ n+10 = (dh)
I
0 (h
−1) n+1I + h
I
0 π
J
I (h
−1) n+1J
= 2θ
θ˜α = π˜ α0 = (dh)
I
0 (h
−1) αI + h
I
0 π
J
I (h
−1) αJ
= (φ 00 , θ
β, 2θ) · (0, δ αβ ,−aα)
= θα − 2aαθ
1
2 φ˜
α = π˜ αn+1
= (dh) In+1(h
−1) αI + h
I
n+1π
J
I (h
−1) αJ
= daα
+(−i|a|2, aβ, 1) · (θα − 2aα, φ αβ + π 00 δ αβ − 2iaαθβ, 12φα + aαπ¯ 00 )
= daα + aβφ αβ + a
βπ 00 δ
α
β − 2iaαaβθβ + 12φα + aαπ¯ 00
= daα − 2iaαaβθβ + aβφ αβ + aα(π 00 + π¯ 00 ) + 12φα
(4.11)
Note: When we choose an admissible coframe we have φ = 0 on M . Since
π 00 = − 1n+2(φ αα + φ) and by the anti-symmetry property of the forms φ βα
(4.3), we conclude π 00 + π¯
0
0 = 0. Setting θ˜
α = φ˜α = 0 results in the desired
differential equation on a(t). QED
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5 An Isometric Lift
Theorem 5.1 The map f : M →֒ Mˆ may be locally lifted to a conformal
isometric embedding of the Fefferman bundles if and only if the following
equation holds with respect to any adapted coframe.
Sˆ a
a αβ¯
+ ω aµ αω
µ
aβ¯
= 0 (5.1)
Equation (5.1) is a condition on part of the CR conformal curvature tensor Sˆ
of Mˆ and the second fundamental form of the map f . Thus it is a condition
that is independent of the choice of pseudohermitian structure.
Let {θˆ, θˆA, θˆA} be an admissible coframe on Mˆ adapted to the admissible
coframe {θ, θα, θα} on M . Recall by equation (3.2), the conformal classes of
the Fefferman metrics on C and Cˆ are represented by the metrics
h = θα · θα + 2θ · σ
hˆ = θˆA · θˆA + 2θˆ · σˆ
(5.2)
respectively. The form σ is given by
σ = 1
n+2(dt+ iω
α
α − 12(n+1)Rθ − i2gαβ¯dgαβ¯)
σˆ = 1
nˆ+2(ds + iωˆ
A
A − 12(nˆ+1) Rˆθˆ − i2 gˆAB¯dgˆAB¯)
(5.3)
We will take the variable s for the S1 coordinate in Cˆ. With respect to this
adapted coframe, since f∗(θˆA · θˆA) = θα ·θα and f∗θˆ = θ, any lift F : C →֒ Cˆ
of the CR embedding f : M →֒ Mˆ is a conformal isometry if and only if it
is actually an isometry and f∗σˆ = σ.
By [3] a relationship between Webster’s connection 1-forms and the pullbacks
of the Chern-Moser forms is given by:
φ αβ = ω
α
β +D
α
β θ, φ
α = τα +D αµ θ
µ + Eαθ (5.4)
where
Dαβ¯ =
i
n+2Rαβ¯ − i2(n+1)(n+2)Rgαβ¯
Eα = 2i2n+1(A
αµ
;µ −Dν¯α;ν¯)
(5.5)
The pullbacks of the associated forms on Mˆ are related by:
φˆ αβ = φ
α
β + C
α
β θ, φˆ
α = φ α + C αµ θ
µ + Fαθ (5.6)
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where
C αβ = Dˆ
α
β −D αβ , Fα = Eˆα − Eα (5.7)
It is shown in [3] using the pseudohermitian Gauss equation that:
Cαβ¯ =
i
n+ 2
(Sˆ a
a αβ¯
+ ω aµ αω
µ
aβ¯
− 1
2(n + 1)
(Sˆ a µa µ + ω
a
µ νω
µ ν
a )gαβ¯) (5.8)
Using equation (5.3) the condition f∗σˆ = σ then becomes:
1
nˆ+ 2
ds =
1
n+ 2
dt+
1
n+ 2
(iω αα −
1
2(n+ 1)
Rθ)− 1
nˆ+ 2
(iωˆ AA −
1
2(nˆ+ 1)
Rˆθ)
(5.9)
This is a differential equation in s = s(x, t) (where x denotes local coordi-
nates on M). Locally a form is closed if and only if it is exact, thus we may
locally solve equation (5.9) if and only if the term on the right hand side is
closed. We observe,
1
n+2(iω
α
α − 12(n+1)Rθ)− 1nˆ+2 (iωˆ AA − 12(nˆ+1)Rˆθ) is closed
⇔ d( 1
n+2ω
α
α − 1nˆ+2 ωˆ AA ) = −i( 12(n+1)(n+2)R− 12(nˆ+1)(nˆ+2) Rˆ)dθ mod θ
(by Lemma 3.2)
⇔ ( 1
n+2Rαβ¯ − 1nˆ+2Rˆαβ¯) = ( 12(n+1)(n+2)R− 12(nˆ+1)(nˆ+2)Rˆ)gαβ¯
(by equation (3.4) and since dθ = igαβ¯θ
α ∧ θβ¯)
⇔ Cαβ¯ = Dˆαβ¯ −Dαβ¯ = 0
(5.10)
This means that an isometric lift of f exists if and only if we have φˆ αβ = φ
α
β
with respect to any adapted coframe. By (5.8) this is equivalent to:
Sˆ a
a αβ¯
+ ω aµ αω
µ
aβ¯
=
1
2(n + 1)
(Sˆ a µa µ + ω
a
µ νω
µ ν
a )gαβ¯ (5.11)
By contracting both sides this becomes:
Sˆ a µa µ + ω
a
µ νω
µ ν
a =
n
2(n+ 1)
(Sˆ a µa µ + ω
a
µ νω
µ ν
a ) (5.12)
and thus
Sˆ a µa µ + ω
a
µ νω
µ ν
a = 0 (5.13)
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Plugging this back into equation equation (5.11), we get
Sˆ a
a αβ¯
+ ω aµ αω
µ
aβ¯
= 0 (5.14)
Clearly if (5.14) holds, then so does (5.11), thus the theorem is proved.
QED
Notice that if Dαβ¯ = Rαβ¯ −
1
2(n+ 1)
Rgαβ¯ = 0, then by contracting we get
0 = R− n
2(n + 1)
R =
n+ 2
2(n+ 1)
R
and thus R = 0. Plugging this back into Dαβ¯ we see that
Dαβ¯ = Rαβ¯ −
1
2(n + 1)
Rgαβ¯ = 0 if and only if Rαβ¯ = 0 (5.15)
It is clear by equation (5.10) that if the embedding f : M → Mˆ admits an
adapted pair of admissible coframes so that Rαβ¯ = 0 and RˆAB¯ = 0, then
Cαβ¯ = 0 and thus f may be lifted to an conformal isometry of the Fefferman
bundles.
6 Comparing the Second Fundamental Forms
It is no surprise that the second fundamental forms of f and a conformal
isometric lift F are related in a simple way. Fix an adapted coframe as
before. Later we will use this technical lemma:
Lemma 6.1
∇ω aα γ = −Rˆ aα γν¯θν¯ modθ, θβ (6.1)
To prove this lemma we start with the following identity from [3]:
∇ω aα γ = dω aα γ − ω aµ γω µα + ω bα γωˆ ab − ω aα µω µγ (6.2)
This is the covariant derivative of ω aα γ as a section of the bundle of C-
bilinear maps
T 1,0p M × T 0,1p M → T 1,0p Mˆ/T 1,0p M.
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See [3] for more details. Working modθ, pulling back to M, and using the
Mˆ analog of equations (2.5), (2.8), (2.2), (6.2) we have:
−Rˆ aα µν¯θµ ∧ θν¯ =ω γα ∧ ω aγ + ωˆ bα ∧ ωˆ ab − dωˆ aα
=ω γα ∧ ω αγ βθβ + ω bα βθβ ∧ ωˆ ab − d(ω aα βθβ)
=θβ ∧ (ω bα βωˆ ab − ω αγ βω γα − ω aα γω γβ + dω aα β)
=θβ ∧∇ω aα β mod θ
This ends the proof of Lemma 6.1 . QED
Using the coframe {θ, θα, θα¯} on M we may take {ξI} = {θ, σ, θα, θα¯},
I = −1, 0, 1, ..., 2n, as a coframe on C and {T , X, Lα, Lα¯ } as a dual coframe.
The metric h is then given by:
h =


0 1 0 0
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 12gαβ¯
0 0 12gα¯β 0

 (6.3)
The connection 1-forms, σ JI of this metric on C are uniquely determined by
the equations:
dξI = ξJ ∧ σ IJ
σ KI hKJ + σ
K
J hKI = dhIJ
(6.4)
In [9], Lee finds equations for these connection 1-forms.
Lemma 6.2 The Levi-Civita connection 1-forms of h are given by:
Ω =


0 0 iσα −iσα¯
0 0 iθα −iθα¯
i
2θβ
i
2σβ σ
α
β 0
− i2θβ¯ − i2σβ¯ 0 σ α¯β¯

 (6.5)
where
σ αβ = ω
α
β +D
α
β θ + iδ
α
β σ = φ
α
β + iδ
α
β σ
σβ = iτβ − iDβγ¯θγ¯ + Cβθ, Cβ = 2
n+ 2
(A ααβ; +
i
2(n + 1)
R ; β)
It is not difficult to show that these forms satisfy (6.4). The analogous
procedure using the coframe {θˆ, σˆ, θˆA, θˆA¯} on Cˆ gives:
Ωˆ =


0 0 iσˆA −iσˆA¯
0 0 iθˆA −iθˆA¯
i
2 θˆB
i
2 σˆB σˆ
A
B 0
− i2 θˆB¯ − i2 σˆB¯ 0 σˆ A¯B¯

 (6.6)
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Since F ∗σˆ = σ the second fundamental form is then determined by the
pullback via F of the forms:
{Ωˆ kI } = {iσˆa, −iσˆa¯, iθa, −iθa¯, σˆ aα , σˆ a¯α¯ } (6.7)
where I represents tangential directions to C and k represents normal direc-
tions to C. On C we have τa = 0 = θa and thus by equation (2.2), Aˆaα¯ = 0
on M and thus Aˆa α¯α¯; = 0 on M . It is also clear that Dˆ
a
γ =
i
nˆ+2Rˆ
a
γ . Thus
the non-trivial terms in the second fundamental form of F are

iσˆa = − i
nˆ+2Rˆ
a
γθ
γ + 2
nˆ+2(Aˆ
a b¯
b¯ ;
− i2(nˆ+1)Rˆ a; )θ
σˆ aα = ωˆ
a
α +
i
nˆ+2 Rˆ
a
α θ
(6.8)
and their complex conjugates. We are now in a position to prove the follow-
ing lemma.
Lemma 6.3 Let f : M → Mˆ and F : C → Cˆ be a conformal lift of the
associated Fefferman bundles.
1. If the second fundamental form of F vanishes, the CR second funda-
mental form of f vanishes.
2. The second fundamental form of F vanishes if and only if on M

ω aα β = 0
Rˆ aα = 0
Aˆ a b¯
b¯ ;
− i2(nˆ+1) Rˆ a; = 0
(6.9)
These conditions appear to depend on the choice of pseudohermitian struc-
ture, but we will show later that they are indeed independent of that choice
and are therefore CR invariant conditions on Mˆ . By Lemma 6.2, if the sec-
ond fundamental form of f vanishes, then Rˆ aα = Rˆ
a b
α b .
To prove Lemma 6.3, we first assume the second fundamental form of F van-
ishes. Then all the forms in (6.8) vanish. The vanishing of i
nˆ+2Rˆ
a
γθ
γ+ iCaθ
implies that Rˆaγ = 0. Combining this with the vanishing of ωˆ
a
α +
i
nˆ+2Rˆ
a
α θ
yields ωˆ aα = 0
The other direction of the proof is obvious.
QED.
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7 Chain Preserving CR Embeddings
To prove Theorem 1.1 we will establish the following theorem.
Theorem 7.1 Suppose M and Mˆ are strictly pseudoconvex CR hypersur-
faces and f : M →֒ Mˆ is a smooth CR embedding. Then f sends chains on
M to chains on Mˆ if and only if

ω bα β = 0
Sˆ a
a αβ¯
= 0
Sˆ a bβ b = 0
Vˆ a ββ = 0
(7.1)
if and only if, with respect to any adapted coframe

ω bα β = 0
Cαβ¯ = 0
Rˆ bα = 0
Aˆab;b − Dˆab¯;b¯ = 0
(7.2)
Moreover, f sends chains on M to chains on Mˆ if and only if the CR
second fundamental form of f vanishes and there is a lift of f to a conformal
isometry of associated Fefferman bundles with vanishing pseudo-Riemannian
second fundamental form.
We consider a pair of coframes {θ, θα}, {θˆ, θˆA}, adapted with respect to
the embedding f , defined near a point p ∈M and f(p) ∈ Mˆ respectively. Fix
an arbitrary transversal curve γ ⊂M through p and consider the image f(γ)
through f(p) in Mˆ . Parameterize γ so that γ(0) = p and for simplification
we identifty M with its image in Mˆ . There exists functions aα(t), aˆA(t) so
that {
θα = 2aα(t)θ
θˆA = 2aˆA(t)θˆ
(7.3)
along γ and f ◦ γ respectively. By Theorem 4.1, these curves are chains if,{
daα = 4iaα|a|2θ − aβφ αβ − 12φα
daˆA = 4iaˆA|aˆ|2θˆ − aˆBφˆ AB − 12 φˆA
(7.4)
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on M and Mˆ respectively. Since the coframes are adapted and the curve
γ is contained in M we have aˆα = aα and aˆb = 0. Thus, the map f sends
chains on M to chains on Mˆ if and only if{
4iaα|a|2θ − aβφ αβ − 12φα = 4iaˆα|aˆ|2θˆ − aˆβ φˆ αβ − 12 φˆα
0 = 4iaˆb|aˆ|2θˆ − aˆBφˆ bB − 12 φˆb
(7.5)
for all curves through p satisfying (7.3).
Fixing a chain, using aα = aˆα, aˆb = 0, and |a|2 = |aˆ|2, the first term in (7.5)
becomes
4iaα|a|2θ − aβφ αβ −
1
2
φα = 4iaα|a|2θ − aβφˆ αβ −
1
2
φˆα (7.6)
Recall equation (5.6) which relates the pullback by f of the Chern-Moser
forms on Mˆ :
φˆ αβ = φ
α
β + C
α
β θ, φˆ
α = φα + C αµ θ
µ + Fαθ
Plugging these into equation (7.6), using (7.3), and canceling, we then con-
clude that along the curve γ, (7.6) holds if and only if
aβφ αβ +
1
2φ
α = aβ(φ αβ + C
α
β θ) +
1
2(φ
α + C αµ θ
µ + Fαθ)
⇔ 0 = aβC αβ θ + 12C αβ θβ + 12Fαθ
= (2aβC αβ +
1
2F
α)θ
⇔ 0 = 2C αβ aβ + 12Fα
(7.7)
where the last equivalence holds since the curve is transversal to the complex
tangent space (ie θ(γ˙) 6= 0). This holds at all points in γ, in particular it
holds when evaluated at the point p ∈ γ ⊂M . As we vary the chain through
p, the values of a = (aα) sweep out Cn and thus equation (7.7) holds as a
polynomial of n complex variables aα with constant coefficients (evaluated
at p). In [3], it is shown that
Fα = − 2i
n− 1(C
β α
β ; − C α ββ ; ) (7.8)
Therefore Fα vanishes if Cαβ¯ vanishes. We conclude that the first condition
of (7.5) holds for all chains if and only if Cαβ¯ = 0. Observe that, by (5.10),
f must then have a lift to a conformal isometry of the Fefferman bundles.
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Again, evaluating along γ, using (5.4) and using (7.3), the second condition
of (7.5) holds if and only if
0 = 4iaˆb|aˆ|2θˆ − aˆBφˆ bB − 12 φˆb
= −aβφˆ bβ − 12 φˆb
= −aβ(ωˆ bβ + Dˆ bβ θ)− 12(τˆ b + Dˆ bβ θβ + Eˆbθ)
= −aβωˆ bβ µθµ − aβDˆ bβ θ − 12Dˆ bβ θβ − 12Eˆbθ
= (−2ω bβ µaβaµ−ˆ2Dˆ bβ aβ − 12Eˆb)θ
⇔ 0 = 2ω bβ µaβaµ−ˆ2Dˆ bβ aβ − 12 Eˆb
where again we have used θ(γ˙) 6= 0. Again, we vary the chain through p so
that the values of a = (aα) sweep out Cn and thus the above equality holds
as a degree 2 polynomial of n complex variables aα with constant coefficients
(evaluated at p). Observe, by (5.5), that
Dˆ bβ =
i
nˆ+2 Rˆ
b
β − i2(nˆ+1)(nˆ+2)Rˆg bβ
= i
nˆ+2 Rˆ
b
β
Eˆb = 2i2nˆ+1(Aˆ
Cb
;C − DˆbC¯;C¯)
(7.9)
So the second condition of (7.5) holds for all chains through p if and only if
when evaluated at p we have

ω bα β = 0
Rˆ bβ = 0
AˆCb;C − DˆbC¯;C¯ = 0
(7.10)
Since on M , τˆ b = Aˆb
β¯
θα = 0, the covariant derivative is given by:
∇ˆAˆβb = dAˆβb + AˆCbωˆ βC − AˆβC ωˆ bC
= Aˆabωˆ βa − Aˆβµωˆ bµ
(7.11)
Pulling back toM , if the second fundamental form of f vanishes, then ωˆ βa =
0 and ωˆ bµ = 0.Thus we conclude that Aˆ
βb
;α = 0, and thus AˆC¯b;C¯ = Aˆ
c¯b
;c¯.
Similarly, if Rˆ bβ = 0 on M then Dˆ
bβ = 0 and by a similar computation we
get DˆC¯b
;C¯
= Dˆc¯b ;c¯.
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In summary, we have shown that the map f sends chains through p in M to
chains through f(p) in Mˆ if and only if (7.2) holds at p,

ω bα β = 0
Cαβ¯ = 0
Rˆ bα = 0
Aˆab;b − Dˆab¯;b¯ = 0
We will now show that (7.2) is equivalent to (7.1). First we will establish
that {
ω bα β = 0
Cαβ¯ = 0
⇔


ω bα β = 0
Sˆ a
a αβ¯
= 0
(7.12)
Suppose ω bα β = 0. In consideration of (5.8) it is clear that Cαβ¯ = 0 if
and only if Sˆ a
a αβ¯
− 12(n+1) Sˆ a µa µ gαβ¯. Contracting this gives 0 = Sˆ a µa µ −
1
2(n+1) Sˆ
a µ
a µ gαβ¯ = (1 − n2(n+1) )Sˆ a µa µ = n+22(n+1) Sˆ a µa µ . Thus we have shown
that Cαβ¯ = 0 if and only if Sˆ
a
a αβ¯
= 0 (when the CR second fundamental
form of f vanishes) and the equivalence in (7.12) is established. Thus, to
finish proving Theorem 7.1, we will show that

ω bα β = 0
Rˆ bα = 0
Aˆab;b − Dˆab¯;b¯ = 0
⇔


ω bα β = 0
Sˆ a bβ b = 0
Vˆ a ββ = 0
(7.13)
The pseudohermitian curvature and pseudo-conformal curvature tensors are
related by
SˆAB¯CD¯ = RˆAB¯CD¯ − 1nˆ+2(RˆAB¯gCD¯ + RˆCB¯gAD¯ + RˆAD¯gCB¯ + RˆCD¯gAB¯)
+ Rˆ(nˆ+1)(nˆ+2)(gAB¯gCD¯ + gAD¯gCB¯)
(7.14)
Using this we compute
Sˆ a bβ b = Rˆ
a b
β b − 1nˆ+2(Rˆ aβ g bb + Rˆ bβ g ab + Rˆ ab g bβ + Rˆ bb g aβ )
+ Rˆ(nˆ+1)(nˆ+2)(g
a
β g
b
b + g
b
β g
a
b )
(7.15)
Since gAB¯ is the identity matrix, this gives
Sˆ a bβ b = Rˆ
a b
β b − nˆ−n+1nˆ+2 Rˆ aβ (7.16)
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By Lemma 6.1, when ω aα β = 0, Rˆ
a b
β b = Rˆ
a
β , and thus
Sˆ a bβ b =
n+1
nˆ+2Rˆ
a
β (7.17)
In particular, Sˆ a bβ b = 0 if and only if Rˆ
a
β .
From (4.3)
dφˆA = φˆ ∧ φˆA + φˆB ∧ φˆ AB − 12 ψˆ ∧ ωˆA − Vˆ AB C ωˆB ∧ ωˆC
+Vˆ A
BC¯
ωˆB ∧ ωˆC¯ + Pˆ AB ωˆB ∧ ωˆ + Qˆ AC¯ ωˆC¯ ∧ ωˆ
(7.18)
Since φˆ = 0, ωˆA = θˆA, Aˆb µ¯ = 0 setting A = a, using the analog of (5.4) on
Mˆ , and pulling back to M , this becomes
dφˆa = φˆB ∧ φˆ aB − Vˆ aα γθα ∧ θγ + Vˆ aαµ¯θα ∧ θµ¯ + Pˆ aα θα ∧ θ + Qˆ aµ¯ θµ¯ ∧ θ
= (AˆBµ¯θ
µ¯ + Dˆ Bα θ
α + EˆBθ) ∧ (ωˆ aB +D αβ θ)− Vˆ aα γθα ∧ θγ
+Vˆ aαµ¯θ
α ∧ θµ¯ + Pˆ aα θα ∧ θ + Qˆ aµ¯ θµ¯ ∧ θ
= (Vˆ aαµ¯ − Aˆβµ¯ω aβ α)θα ∧ θµ¯ − Vˆ aα γθα ∧ θγ + (Dˆ Bα θα + EˆBθ) ∧ ωˆ aB
+(Aˆβµ¯Dˆ
a
β + Qˆ
a
µ¯ )θ
µ¯ ∧ θ + (Dˆ βα Dˆ aβ + Pˆ aα )θα ∧ θ
(7.19)
On the other hand, φˆa = τˆa + Dˆ aC θ
C + Eˆaθ = Dˆ aα θ
α + Eˆaθ, so
dφˆa = dDˆ aC ∧ θC + Dˆ aC dθC + dEˆa ∧ θ + Eˆadθ
= dDˆ aα ∧ θα + Dˆ aC (θα ∧ ω Cα + θ ∧ τC) + dEˆa ∧ θ + iEˆagαβ¯θα ∧ θβ¯
= (dDˆ aα − Dˆ aC ωˆ Cα ) ∧ θα + iEˆagαβ¯θα ∧ θβ¯ + (dEˆa − Dˆ aα Aαµ¯θµ¯) ∧ θ
(7.20)
Combining (7.19) and (7.20), we conclude
iEˆagαβ¯θ
α ∧ θβ¯ + ∇ˆDˆ aα ∧ θα + (∇ˆEˆa − Dˆ aα Aαµ¯θµ¯) ∧ θ
= (Vˆ aαµ¯ − Aˆβµ¯ω aβ α)θα ∧ θµ¯ − Vˆ aα γθα ∧ θγ
+(Aˆβµ¯Dˆ
a
β + Qˆ
a
µ¯ )θ
µ¯ ∧ θ + (Dˆ βα Dˆ aβ + Pˆ aα )θα ∧ θ
(7.21)
If ω aα β = 0 and Rˆ
a
α = 0 (so then Dˆ
a
α = 0) then we have ∇ˆDˆ aα = 0.
Comparing similar terms in (7.21) we conclude that
iEˆagαβ¯ = Vˆ
a
αβ¯
(7.22)
contracting both sides we get
Eˆa = − i
n
Vˆ a ββ (7.23)
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and thus
Eˆa = 0 if and only if Vˆ a ββ = 0 (7.24)
By the comments following (7.9), since ω aα β = 0 and Rˆ
a
α = 0,
Eˆa =
2i
2nˆ+ 1
(Aˆab ;b − Dˆab¯ ;b¯) (7.25)
Note that, by the trace condition Vˆ a CC = 0, Vˆ
a β
β = −Vˆ a bb . We have now
shown that (7.2) is equivalent to (7.1). To finish Theorem 7.1, we will show
that the conditions in (7.2) hold if and only if there is a lift of f to a conformal
isometry of the Fefferman bundles with vanishing pseudo-Riemannian second
fundamental form.
We know from (5.10) that Cαβ¯ = 0 if and only if there is a lift of f to a
conformal isometry of the Fefferman bundles. Comparing Lemma 6.3 and
(7.2) we see it suffices to show that when ω aα β = 0 and Rˆ
a
α = 0, then
Aˆ a b¯
b¯ ; −
i
2(nˆ + 1)
Rˆ a; = 0 if and only if Aˆ
ab
;b − Dˆab¯ ;b¯ = 0 (7.26)
By one of the Bianchi identities given in [10]
Rˆa CC; = Rˆ
a
; − i(nˆ − 1)Aˆ a C¯C¯ ; (7.27)
using the assumptions that ω aα β = 0 and Rˆ
a
α = 0 we have Rˆ
a C
C; = Rˆ
a b
b;
and Aˆ a C¯
C¯ ;
= Aˆ a b¯
b¯ ;
, thus
Rˆa bb; = Rˆ
a
; + i(nˆ − 1)Aˆ a b¯b¯ ; (7.28)
Notice that, by raising an index, we have introduced a conjugate. This
becomes
Rˆab¯
;b¯
= Rˆ a; + i(nˆ− 1)Aˆ a b¯b¯ ; (7.29)
By definition and using (7.29):
Dˆab¯
;b¯
= i
nˆ+1(Rˆ
ab¯ − 12(nˆ+1) Rˆgab¯);b¯
= i
nˆ+1(Rˆ
ab¯
;b¯
− 12(nˆ+1)Rˆ a; )
= i
nˆ+1(Rˆ
a
; + i(nˆ− 1)Aˆ a b¯b¯ ; − 12(nˆ+1)Rˆ a; )
= i
nˆ+1(
2nˆ+1
2(nˆ+1) Rˆ
a
; + i(nˆ− 1)Aˆ a b¯b¯ ; )
(7.30)
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Thus
Aˆab ;b − Dˆab¯ ;b¯ = Aˆab ;b − inˆ+1( 2nˆ+12(nˆ+1)Rˆ a; + i(nˆ − 1)Aˆ a b¯b¯ ; )
= 2nˆ+1
nˆ+2 (Aˆ
a b¯
b¯ ;
− i2(nˆ+1) Rˆ a; )
(7.31)
We have shown that the statements in (7.26) are equivalent and thus, f sends
chains on M to chains on Mˆ if and only if there is a lift of f to a conformal
isometry between the Fefferman bundles with vanishing pseudo-Riemannian
second fundamental form.
8 Mappings Into Spheres
Now we assume Mˆ is (locally) the sphere S2nˆ+1 ⊂ Cnˆ+1 and thus its CR
curvature tensor vanishes identically. We will prove
Theorem 8.1 Suppose f : M →֒ S2nˆ+1 is a local smooth CR embedding
of a strictly pseudoconvex smooth hypersurface M ⊂ Cn+1 into the sphere
S
2nˆ+1 ⊂ Cnˆ+1. Let C and Cˆ be the Fefferman bundles associated to M and
S
2nˆ+1 respectively. The following conditions are equivalent.
1. f sends chains on M to chains on Mˆ .
2. There is a lift of f to a conformal isometry between the Fefferman
bundles C and Cˆ.
3. The CR second fundamental form of f vanishes.
4. There exists a local CR diffeomorphism φ from the sphere S2n+1 to M
and an automorphism of the target sphere A ∈ Aut(S2nˆ+1) such that
the composition A ◦ f ◦ φ : S2n+1 → S2nˆ+1 is the linear embedding.
1 ⇒ 2 and 1 ⇒ 3 in Theorem 8.1 holds by the previous section. To prove
2 ⇔ 3 we observe by (5.1) that the map f may be lifted to a conformal
isometry between Fefferman metrics if and only if
ω aµ αω
µ
aβ¯
= 0 (8.1)
Lemma 8.1 Condition (8.1) is satisfied if and only if ω aα β = 0
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The ’if’ portion of the lemma is obvious. Now let us assume (8.1) holds.
Contracting α and β¯ we see
0 = ω aµ νω
µ ν
a =
∑
µ,ν,a
|ω aµ ν |2 (8.2)
QED
Now to prove 3 ⇒ 4 in Theorem 1.2 we first recall that in [3] the following
pseudo-conformal Gauss equation is established for all p ∈M :
[Sˆ(X,Y,Z, V )] = S(X,Y,Z, V )+[〈Π(X,Z),Π(Y, V )〉], X, Y, Z, V ∈ T (1,0)p M
(8.3)
where [Sˆ] denotes the traceless component of the pseudo-conformal curvature
tensor Sˆ on Mˆ . Since both Sˆ and Π vanish identically clearly so must S,
that is to say that M is CR-flat and thus locally equivalent to the sphere.
In [3] the following rigidity result is proved:
Theorem 8.2 Let f :M →֒ S2nˆ+1 be a smooth CR-immersion and s be the
degeneracy of f . If nˆ − n− s ≤ n2 , then any other such CR-immersion f˜ is
related to f by f˜ = A ◦ f , where A is a CR-automorphism of the ambient
sphere.
Since the CR second fundamental form of f vanishes, its degeneracy is s =
nˆ − n. Let φ : S2n+1 → M be a local CR diffeomorphism guaranteed now
since M is CR flat. The degeneracy of f ◦φ is the same as that of f and the
CR second fundamental form of f ◦ φ still vanishes, thus f ◦ φ is equivalent
to the trivial map, ie there is an automorphism A ∈ Aut(S2nˆ+1) such that
the composition A ◦ f ◦ φ : S2n+1 → S2nˆ+1 is the linear embedding.
Now we finish the proof of Theorem 1.2 by concluding 4 ⇒ 1. Suppose
maps φ : S2n+1 → M and A ∈ Aut(S2nˆ+1) exist as in the theorem so that
A ◦ f ◦ φ : S2n+1 → S2nˆ+1 is linear. It is known that the chains in a sphere
are exactly the great circles and thus a linear embedding between spheres
preserves chains. CR diffeomorphisms always preserve chains and thus since
φ, A and A◦f ◦φ all preserve chains, f must as well. Equivalently, it is easy
to see that the conditions in (7.1) are satisfied.
We have now established Theorem 1.2.
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